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About

Contact

Thank you for your interest in the products of Studio Jie Chen!
 
My name is Jie, a Chinese product designer who lives in Eindhoven, The Nether-
lands.
 
I grew up in Hefei, a city which is located in the middle east part of China. In 2006 
I moved to Wuxi, and did my bachelor study in Advertising at the Jiangnan Univer-
sity  school of design. This study gives design students a solid base in their graphic 
design, while intensively boosting the knowledge about branding and consumer 
psychology. In 2010 I moved to the Netherlands, and started my study at the Design 
Academy in Eindhoven, to follow my passion in craftsmanship and product design. 
in the summer of 2015 I graduated from the Design Academy in Eindhoven, and 
started Studio Jie Chen to continue my learning process and practice.
 
My design studio is located in TAC (Temporary Art Centre Eindhoven); it is my of-
fice, workshop and favorite playground. I mostly process my work with my eyes and 
hands, trying to create products that are fun and playful, with a taste of minimalism 
and simplicity.
 
Ceramic has always been one of my favorite materials to work with. It is flexible, 
delicate and characteristic, but the designing and manufacturing process can be 
incredibly technical. It involves a lot of responsibility and strength, both mentally 
and physically.
 
From the beginning of 2018, my husband and best buddy Merijn joined the team! 
While I am focused on tackling the design challenges and maintaining the produc-
tion, Merijn is busy on administration, sales and communication with his profes-
sional experiences. We look forward to get in touch with you and your shop, to start 
our future collaboration.

Atelier address:
Gagelstraat 8, TAC Gebouw-Atelier 127

5611BH Eindhoven

info@jiechen.nl

Please follow
facebook.com/studiojiechen

instagram.com/jieeeeee
for the latest information



Tableware 
Collection



Mosey

Teapot
Catalog number:
A01-01

Material: Porcelain

Size
W: 80mm
H: 115mm

Retail price: 46 euro

Teacup
Catalog number:
A03-01

Material: Porcelain

Size
W: 80mm
H: 50mm

Retail price: 16 euro 
per piece

The Mosey tea set is a product about nomadic/
temporary tea making. 
An individual set includes a teapot, a pitcher and 
2 tea cups. All the products are easily stack-able. 
It can be used as a set or individual. The stack-
ability of the product allows you to transport it to 
somewhere else easily. All the pieces are hand 
polished, the inner side is glazed and they are 
dishwasher safe.

Pitcher
Catalog number:
A02-01

Material: Porcelain

Size
W: 80mm
H: 95mm

Retail price: 36 euro

Teabox 
Catalog number:
A01-01-a

Material: paper

Size
W: 50mm
H: 60mm

Retail price: 10 euro

Can be stored in the 
teapot
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Deep Night 

Deep Night is a porcelain series that 
is decorated with a variable dark blue 
glaze. 

Depending on the thickness of the 
glaze that is applied, it will give a 
spontaneous mixing color and tex-
ture, going from dark oak to very dark 
blue. The white part of the product is 
unglazed porcelain, it reminds us of 
the warmth and calm character of 
the material itself. 

All the pieces are hand polished and 
dishwasher safe.



Ripple cup-S

Size:
W: 80mm
H: 55mm

Catalog number:
A04-02

Price: 16 euro

Water mark bowl-S

Size:
W: 115mm
H: 50mm

Catalog number:
A07-02

Price: 16 euro

Water mark plate-S

Size:
W: 140mm
H: 20mm

Catalog number:
A10-02

Price: 16 euro

Ripple cup-L

Size:
W: 90mm
H: 115mm

Catalog number:
A05-02

Price: 22 euro

Ripple handle-L

Size:
W: 90mm
130mm with handle
H: 115mm

Catalog number:
A06-02

Price: 25 euro

Futotta

Size:
Top 70mm 
Bottom 90mm
H: 110mm

Catalog number:
A11-02

Price: 25 euro



 Speckles

Porcelain is a delicate material but not 
necessarily fragile and spotless. 

Speckles is a surface decoration tech-
nique that is used frequently in prod-
ucts from Studio Jie Chen. All the pieces 
are being speckled by hand individually. 
The speckles are gently above the sur-
face of the porcelain, and with a tiny bit 
of glossy texture to form a contrast with 
the mat porcelain surface. 

All the pieces are hand polished and 
dishwasher safe.



Ripple cup-L

Size:
W: 90mm
H: 115mm

Catalog number:
A05-01

Price: 22 euro

Ripple handle-L

Size:
W: 90mm
130mm with handle
H: 115mm

Catalog number:
A06-01

Price: 25 euro

Futotta

Size:
Top 70mm 
Bottom 90mm
H: 110mm

Catalog number:
A11-01

Price: 25 euro

Water mark plate-S

Size:
W: 140mm
H: 20mm

Catalog number:
A10-01

Price: 16 euro

Ripple cup-S

Size:
W: 80mm
H: 55mm

Catalog number:
A04-01

Price: 16 euro

Water mark bowl-S

Size:
W: 115mm
H: 50mm

Catalog number:
A07-01

Price: 16 euro



Oh My Deer A lot of designers have a love and hate relationship with hand drawn 
decorations on ceramics. The variety of the hand drawn patterns 
gives a very personal touch to the ceramic pieces, but also, it easily 
lets the pieces look outdated. 

We know the challenges that are there but sometimes you have to 
give it a try. Oh My Deer is one of the hand drawn patterns we tested 
here in the studio. The patterns are hand drawn with a high quality 
underglaze, then covered partially with transparent glaze. 

In general, we believe that there are some tiny deer hopping around 
on our ceramics in the studio every now and then, and carefully help 
us print patterns around. 

All the pieces are hand drawn, hand polished, and dishwasher safe.



Futotta

Size:
Top 70mm 
Bottom 90mm
H: 110mm

Catalog number:
A11-03

Price: 25 euro

Ripple cup-S

Size:
W: 80mm
H: 55mm

Catalog number:
A04-03-a

Price: 16 euro

Ripple handle-L

Size:
W: 90mm
130mm with handle
H: 115mm

Catalog number:
A06-03

Price: 25 euro

Water mark bowl-S

Size:
W: 115mm
H: 50mm

Catalog number:
A07-03

Price: 16 euro

Water mark plate-S

Size:
W: 140mm
H: 20mm

Catalog number:
A10-03

Price: 16 euro

Ripple cup-S

Size:
W: 80mm
H: 55mm

Catalog number:
A04-03

Price: 16 euro



Houseware

Wind chime factory
Porcelain has a great sound quality, this is because of the high density of the material which is created 
during baking at high temperature. Based on this characteristic, we designed our wind chime factory.

Every wind chime package contains 4 pieces of colored porcelain, and assembly materials, ready to 
be assembled to a unique porcelain wind chime. The color combination of the porcelain pieces are 
hand-picked in our studio, and this means your store will receive a variety of color combinations for 
the customers to dig into. 

Thanks to the flat packaging of the product, it also can be easily posted with a padded envelope (not 
included in the package).





Wind Chime
DIY kit

Catalog number:
B01-01

Each package contains:
4 pieces of porcelain
1 wooden stick
1 roll of string nature color

Each piece of porcelain is 
around 6cmx4cm.
The wooden stick is around 
16cm.

Price: 12,50 euro

Wind chime factory at location.
VDMA eindhoven, Maker’s fair, 2016



Porcelain Jewerly
Just like stone and glass, with some care, porcelain can be a life-
long material. By playing with porcelain slip carefully, it can create 
beautiful fluid art texture, and remains solid after baking. Here we 
made a selection of 11 types of jewelry from our collection. It is light 
weight, and all the metal pieces of the earring are nickel and lead 
free.

Peacock earring-hook

Size:
H 20mm
W20mm

Catalog number:
C01-01

Price: 26,00 euro

Draft ring

Size:
H 20mm
W20mm

Catalog number:
black: C05-01-b
white: C05-01-w

Price: 12,50 euro

Latte earring-hook

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C09-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Wave earring-hoop

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C03-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Peacock earring-stud

Size:
H 8mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C07-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Drip earring black-hook

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C11-01

Price: 19,50 euro

1/2 earring-hoop

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C02-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Peacock ring-nature

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C06-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Drip earring white-hook

Size:
H 20mm
W15mm

Catalog number:
C10-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Wave ring

Size:
H 20mm
W20mm

Catalog number:
C04-01

Price: 12,50 euro

Wave earring-stud

Size:
H 6mm
W6mm

Catalog number:
C08-01

Price: 12,50 euro
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Illustration collection
Seasonal updated 

We like stories and fantasy; they are adventures 
of the mind. Illustrations and storytelling have 
always been a lot of fun for us. We like to hear 
“Cool”, but also very much appreciate “Awww”. 

On a seasonal base, we create new illustrations 
and patterns. Depending on the topic and style, 
it will be applied on our ceramics, postcards or 
other media. We create our own story, but also 
take assignments. 

Due to the flexibility of the illustration projects, 
it can’t all be shown in this catalog. We can 
make selections according to the style of your 
shop, and provide you with the newest designs. 
Every season we will have new postcards and 
tableware with illustrations come out, to make 
sure that our product display is always fresh to 
the customer.

4 Light bulbs
Size: D140mm
Catalog number:
D01-03

Price: 19,50 euro

Green seasoning
Size: D140mm
Catalog number:
D01-04

Price: 19,50 euro

Diving
Size: D140mm
Catalog number:
D01-01

Price: 19,50 euro

Papa
Size: D140mm
Catalog number:
D01-02

Price: 19,50 euro



Family portrait

Size: A6
105x148mm

Catalog number:
E01-01

Price: 1,00 euro

Capsule U

Size: A6
105x148mm

Catalog number:
E01-03

Price: 1,00 euro

The olive tree

Size: A6
105x148mm

Catalog number:
E01-02

Price: 1,00 euro

The light bulb

Size: A6
105x148mm

Catalog number:
E01-04

Price: 1,00 euro
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Postcards
from illustration collection



facebook.com/studiojiechen
instagram.com/jieeeeee

pinterest.com/studiojiechen


